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CHAPTER I
STAT~3::ili~NT OF THE PRUBLSM
Children's interests in reading are usually of vital
concern to teachers, parents, librarians, and writers of
children's books.

It is known that children make greater

progress in reading when they have the opportunity to read
about the things that are of greatest interest to them.
Because of. tbB large place which reading
holds in the life of most youth it is important
that research continue in this .field until far
more is known concerning reading interests and
preferences and the factors and conditions that
influence them.
In addition continued exuerimentation is necessary to refine techniques now available and to develop new ones for use in stimulating
and directing the reading interests of punils representinI different intelligence levels and home influence.
Tl1.e purpose oi' the present stud.:r is to 8.ttempt to
determine the kind and amount of reading done by primary
pupils of the Mattoon school system and to try to discover
their reading interests at this age level.
In order to discover reading interests it was decided
to devise and use pupil questionnaires and thus find out
from the boys and girls themselves their reading preferences and habits.
1. Walter S. J\.'Ionroe (ed.), Encyclopedia of Educational
Research (New York: Macmillan Co., 195U), p. 9154.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
A look at research similar to the present study re-

veals a need for more study of the subject of children's
reading interests.

Most of the early studies were con-

cerned largely with

11

library withdrawals, favorite books

of boys and girls, literature and characters that appealed
most strongly, and changes in reading interests from
childhood to adulthood.n 2
In 1926 Jordan published a book entitled Children's
Reading Interests.

In this book he stated that there are

two ways of discovering children's reading interests.

One

is by questioning the pupil, the other by watci:iing carefully his withdrawal of boolrn from libraries.3
Mr. Jordan used student questionnaires to help determine reading interests.

He sent his questionnaires to

pupils from grades VI through XII.
Results of his study are not included .here since the
students were older than those of the present stucty; but
for purposes of comparison a copy of his questionnaire
appears in appendix A.

J. Arthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reacting
(London: University of Horth Carolina Press, lc,J25J-;-p. 2.
-2-

-3In her book, Int~rest Factors in :ir).map_y Headiy.g Material,.
Fanny Dunn4 cites two studies which weI'e made in the primary
grades.
One study was conducted by means of the following
questionna1re.
1.

2.

( a) Do you take books t'rom the public library? (bJ
If so, how ot'ten?
( a) What was the name of your last book? (,b) Why
did you take it? (c) How did you like it?5

Another study by Dunn° attempted to discover children's
reading interests in the primary grades by means of reading
to children in these grades pairs of selections from primary
books and securing their written votes as to their preferences.

Thirty-one sai'TI.ples were c.hosen which were composed

chiefly of stories which had child characters, adult characters; a boy as the central figure, a girl as the central
figure; realistic stories, historic stories, fables, fairy
stories, fanciful tales, and folk tales.
for his favorite selections.

Each child voted

At the end of the study an

effort was made to determine what qualities or characteristics seemed to make the greatest appeal.

The following

elements seemed to appeal most strongly to boys.

1. Surprise
2. Plot

J. Narrativeness

4.
5.

Animalness
Liveliness

4..

?a:r:inie Dunn, Interest .Factors in Pri..;.mary Reading
Niaterial .. lNew York City: 'reac!1.ers College, Columbia University, ·.i.921), pp. 3-5.

5.

Ibid., p. 3.

6. Ibia., p. 3~.

-4Girls chose~.
Surprise
Conversation
Plot
Narrativeness
Liveliness
Dunn stated in her su:mm.ary:
"The great variability of interest shown by children
in the primary grades as a whole ••• indicated the necessity
for an equally wide range of reading material in these grades. 11 7
Jenny L .. Green makes tl1e following com.rnent in regard to
children 1 s reading.
Since books for children first were made, parents
and wise men have had opinions about what children shouJd
read. But in spite of much counsel children will continue to read what suits tt1em best. They will listen
to their parents in other matters but they will not
read a booli: for fun which does not give them pleasure .1::3
A study of

37~5 boys and girls in San Antonio, Texas,

showed that children do not read for fun merely because they
can read.

Among those who read for• fun in this. experiment

were many with low reading ability while many with high reading
ability read almost no books.
Also, !+530 boys and girls of' the fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh grades listed their three favorite books.

Most

of those listed were storybooks.
In a series of studies conducted by Miriam Huber9 to compare reading interests of cl1ildren of different levels of

7 • Ib i d • , p •

b /j •

8. Jenny L •. Green, Reading for Pun (Boston: The Gorham
Press, Richard G. Badger Publisher, 1925), pp. 29-YJ •.

9. Mir"' am B. Huber, ;nie In1·1uence of Intellivence Upon
Chi l drsn 1 s HC§'_:1:chng Interests ( l\!ew Yor1-:: City: Teachers' College,
Colu:11bia Un5.. versi ty, 1C)2b) •

-5intelligence, thirty selections were cnosen
.experts in children's literature.

by

a group or

Tnese selections were read

· se 1 ec t ea· groups of' children of vary1in~~ levels or intellito
gence.

The thirty selections were of six types of children's

literature.

These classifications were:

1. Familiar experience
2~ Unusual experience
J. Humor
4. Fancy
5. In.formation
6. Heroism and service
The thirty selections contained five each of the above
six types of literature.

The choices of the groups being

tested were: (1) fancy, (2) humor, (3) adventure, (L~) heroism,

(5) information, and (b) familiar experience.
Sixty college seniors who had not yet had. any courses
in practice teaching were asked to find out from any source
except books or reading lists what children in the first six
grades read voluntarily.

The students were free to consult

anyone except teachers.
They visited libraries, book stores, talked to children,
and went to dime stores.
They discoveted that most boys and girls cannot afford
to buy expensive books and thus settled. for the
Booksn and comic books.

11

Big Little

Books in series such as The Bo9bsex.

Twins, l1.i.1.e I·;Iotor Boat BoyE, and Camp fir~ Glrls were all pop-·
1

ular.
Salesmen in book shops said that from the ages of seven
to twelve, fairy tales were most popular.
B o.ok;s t'~tat featured current movies always sold well.

---6 . . .

Children appeared to care litt:i__e about the litePary
value but enjoyed dramatic action, humor, and adventure,
whether it was found in picture bboks, comics, or in books
of any type. 10
In 1920, rerman and Lima 1 1 made an experirnental study
of children Is road.ing with SDeci al reference to individual
differences caused by age, sex, intelligence, and special
interests.
About 2000 c~ildren were studied.

Data were obtained

from three sources: the home, t.c1e school, and t.he c.aildren
t.nemsel ves.
A copy of the forms used in obtaining this information

is in appendix A.
Some of Terman 1 s findings were:
In younser children there was not much difrerence in types
of storie~ liKed.
At every a3e it was discovered that girls read more than
boys.
Boys showed practically no interest in girls' books,
but girls showed a most decided interest in boys' books.
Children, a1e nine and ym1ncer, did almost no independent reading.
Prank T. Wilsonl2 describes a stud.y in which individ.ual
10. Florence I3rumbaugh,

terials, 11

Ch:ilaren 1 s Choices of neading MaElementary English r1ev~ew, XV (Octobsr, 1)39), 226-22 .
11

11 .. Louis :'i. l er111an and l!l0:1-r.s;s1~et Lima, Children's Heading
1

(New York: D. Appleton and Co., 192b).

12 .. Frank '11 • ilson, nyouns Children's Favorite Stories
and Characters and thair Reasons for Likin7 Them,rr. 2edarrocical
w
Seminary, LXIII (September, 1943), 157-164:
~

-7interviews of fifty-one boys and fiI'ty-eight girls in kindergarten and grades I and II of the liunter Co1lege Elementary School were used to ascertain what stories and characters
the children liked best and why.
First, the children were asked to tell what stories
they liked very much.

'I'hey could name several.

T.o.en they

were asked: uNow which of all these stories do you 11l{e most
of all arid itel1 me why'?n
Second, each child was asked this: "In all these stories
that you like there are a great many different people ..

Hhich

of all the persons in these stories do you like best of all?"
Then the child was asked to tell why he liked that character.
Seventy-eight different stories were named by the 109
children.

Only nineteen were name~ twice or more.

A list of

these appears in appendix B.
Following is a list of reasons for liking certain books~

1. Adventure
2. Punny

J .. Interesting
L~. True

5.

Animals
6 •. F'ami liar
7. Prince or fairy i:c. the story
8. Because of three sons
9. Magic
10. A short story.
The children's favorite characters were animals, boys,
men, and girls.
Sixty-five percent of the children's ravorite characters
were fo1.rnd in fantasy stories, 3076 in real-life stories, and
in fairy tales.

-8J., Harlan Shores13 wanted. to 1'ind out"( 1) what children

are looking up in books, (2) what they want to find out about,
and (3) what they want to read about." He· also wanted to fi.nd
out whether parents, teachers, and librarians had the same desires for children as tne children had for themselves.
Packets of questionnaires were sent to 270 communities
for response by children, their parents, and their teachers.
Another 270 questionnaires went to librarians in or
near these communities.
Followine; is a brief su...rnmary of the results of these
questionnaires.
1. Children as a group chose to read stories about
mystery, adventure, children, heroes, and dogs.
2. Young children were mu.ch interested in science.
3~ As children progressed through the grades, interest
increased in mystery stories and decreased in cowboy stories and fairy tales.
There was little difference in reading interests of
children from rural, urban, and metropolitan centers •
.5 .. Few sharp sex ·ctiff'erences were found.
6. Children tended to underestimate tne teachers' choices
for them.
7. Parents wanted children to choose reference books to read.
8. Parents also indicated a strong desire for children
to read about ethics and religion.
9 •. Librarians wanted children to read biography.
10. Surprisingly enough, parents, teachers, and librarians
predicted the reading interests of children fairly
accurately.
11. Children believed that their parents would provide a
book more in keeping with their reading interest than
would teachers. They thought that teachers were too
mu.ch concerned with school subjects.

4~

In a study conducted by M. A. Tschechletin and Sister
13 .. J. Harlan Shores, "Reading Interests and Informational
Needs of Children in Gr_ades IV to VIII, 11 Elementary :2:nglish
(December, 1954), 49J-S00.

-9Mary Edith,14- the records of all children in grades IT to
VIII were kept over a period of four years.
The reading of the pupils during this four-year period
was grouped according to ten interest categories.

Records

for boys and girls were analyzed separately.
·rhese children seemed to enjoy (1) stories about children, ( 2~) animal stories, ( 3) fairy tales, and (4.) poetry.
Lydia Leistikow, 1 5 principal of the Garfield Elementary
School, Aberdeen, South Dakota, ma.de a study of the voluntary
reading interests of the pupils in her builcting.
The interest of the children was aroused by a weekly
story hour in which some pupils read silently while others
read aloud in small groups.

Sometimes oral reports or dram-

atizations of books were given.

All children from kindergarten

through grade IV participated.
All pupils kept check lists of tne books which they
read during the year.

The list included books from public

library, home, and school.

All books were voluntarily chosen

by the pupils.
Following are the conclusions drawn from results of the study.
1. All children regardless of ability enjoy reading or
listening to stories.
2. Animal stories are favorites with young children.
J. Stories of children's experiences are next in importance
and these become more important at third grade level.
Poetry is not read voluntarily by children of elementary school age.

4.

14. M.A •. Tschechletin and Sister Mary Edi th, 11 Children 1 s
Interest in Pree Reading," School and Society, LXXIII (March 3,
1951), 13L~-137.
15. Lydia Leistikow, "Inventory of What Children Voluntarily
Se lee t to Read, it 1:aernentary :3cnocl Journal, XXXIX (September,
1931:3), 11-12 ..

-10-

5 .,

"Big Little Books" are read more extensively by boys
than by girls.
Girls
patronize the public library more than boys.
6.,
Children's
home libraries lack books of' better quality.
7.
Wisslerlb studied children's interests in the selections
included in school readers from grades III through VIII.
This question was put to

1950

pupils:

"If you were ta!rnn to a bookstore and told that you
~ t select just one book for ydur own, what would you take'? 11
Of these, 24b books were named which were then classified
under dif'ferent headings.

Fiction, poetry, history, and bi-

ography were the four leading choices.
Hurnphreysl'? reports an attempt to appraise the improvement in leisure reading which occurred during a two-year
period among the int,::rmediate grade children in the Manitowoc
public schools of lVlanj_towoc, Wisconsin, as the result of a
gradual increase in the variety of recreational reading materials provided in each building.
In November, 1931::l, the children were given tlle following
directions.
1~ Write the names of the last three books or stories
that you have read.
2. Indicate with whom, if anyone, the stories listed
were discussed.
J. Write the name of a ravorite book.
a. Tell how you happened to read it.
b. Tell what the story is about.
c. Tell why you liked it.
16 .. Wissler, as reported in: William Scott Gray, Summar;y:
of Investigations Helating to Reading (Chicago: University of
8hicago, 1925), p. lb2.

17. Phi la Humpt1reys, "Heading Interests and Habits of bUO
'.:!hildren in tne Intermedi8.te Grades, 11 National Elementary Principal, XX (July, l'JL1.l), l..j-21-1+21:l.
·
---

-11-

Following are the re2.s ems t·or lLci n[:, favorite boo;;;:s as
given by grade IV.
1. Exciting adventure.
2. Funny.
3. Interesting.
About animals.
~
About old days.
/..
6. A fairy story.

4.

,

The children read ana. enjoyed a ni..:tmber of books but it
was noteworthy that they took more interest in books recommended by classmates than toose reco111,...-uended by teac~1ers or
librarians.
'ro ascertain which boo'=s were favorite;3 Yil'ith children,
Wit tylo submitted que .s ti ons to

7,879 s c::1001 children from

kindergarten throush grade VIII in the spring of

1945.

In ldndergarten and tne 1irst three grade:3 tne children
were asked to name tn.e stories tt1ey liked best ..
A questionnaire filleLl in by the children in grades IV

to VIII provided spaces I'or the boys and

rls to list t.he

five books that they 1'1ad read and :-nost enjoyed during the
year

1944- 1 45.
In the primary grades animal stories seemed to predom-

inate.

Second were .t'airy tales and next humorous stories.

In appendix Bis a list of stories chosen by both primary
and intermediate srades.
R. Wayne 1 9 of the Herbert Hoover School, Merced, California, rnacte a survey of c1lldren 1 s interest 1-n comic books.

H3. Paul A. \Vitty, ;1CniJ.dren 1 s Cho:Lces of Favorite Books, 0
Journal of 2ducational Psychology,, XXXVII (May, 19l+b), 2bb-27o.
19., R. 1.Vayne, "Survey of Interest in Gornie Books, n School
Acti vi t:i:.~, .{XV (April, l'-;)5!.f),

244.

---

-12:He chose 297 students from tt1e s event!'.1 grade for the study.

Here are their repl1es to the question,

11

VJhy do you like comic

books? 11
l. They are interesti
They are amusing and not boring.
3. They are not complicated.
4. They pep me up when I am tired.
5. They are short and easy to understand.
6. They keep me at home and I am not out and getting
into trouble.
7. You can learn from them.
e. Y~Q can see what you are reading.
9. It is fun to read about things you know will never
happen.
·,
10. They relax me after I have been doing home V\/OrK.
11. You can pack them around wherever you go.
2_""

In a study made by Florence Ueisler20 in F'armingdale,
New York, bOO children were studied to find if children who
read comic books to an excess differed from those who did
not ..

Chronological age, mental age, educational achievement,

socio-economic status, social adjustment, and personal adjustment were considered.
According to the result'S of the study, the reading of
comic books seemed to have no effect educationally on the children.

In both the comic and the non-comic group there were

those who read well and thoBe who did not.

Results of the

study gave little help in determ:Lning why some children are
attracted to comics while others are not.

Reading ability

and the size of the l10,ne library seemed to make no difi'erence •

.,
')l .
Rut.'.l Strange... in a study to find out why children read
comics, gave arguments both for and against comics.

In favor

20 .. F'lorence Heisler, !IA Comparison of Comic Book and NonComic Book Readers of the Elementary School,n Journal of Educational Research, XL (February, 1947), 45b-464. -~ -- --21. Huth Strang, 11 Why Children Read the Comics," Elementaq
School Journal, XLIII (January, 19L1-3 J, 336-342.

~ ..

-13of comics were these arguments:

1. Comics are a modern folklore.
2. Comics supply reading material which is enjoyable
to children of limited reading ability.
Arguments against comics included these facts:

1. Comics tend to crowd out more desirable reading.
2 .. _ Adventures in comic books are far removed from reality.
Among reasons given for lildng comics by the nine-year olds
who participated in the study were:

1. You .want to know what happens next.
2. They're exciting--much better than the stuff we have
in school.
3 .. They make you forget your troubl.es.
Lk.. You get to know tne people and it I a fun to see what
happens to them.
5. Good drawing ..
6. They are funny.
Strang concluded by saying that good readers usually
preferred stories and that since comic books are transitory,
adults should not worry too much about them.
Vore22 describes an experiment in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
in which the P.T.A~ interested tne children in a good books
program for their schools.

The local newspaper agreed to

publish lists of books recommended by boys and girls.

Each

week, on a certain day, for a per•iod of fourteen wee1rn a different list was published, each time by a different class.

Also

on twelve occasions the paper carried feature stories with pictures to describe the reading activities of various groups.
'rhe P .. T.A. had planned to ban certain comics but found
that it was not necessary.

The children seemed very enthusiastic

22., D. Vore, 11 Comics Lose in PoDularity Contest,1 1 i'rntional
Parent Teacher, XLIV (October, 19 1~<)), 32-JJ.

,

in

·nC.h OOSl.
0

t~e
bo-;,s
J.~Or their classes to reco~mer:10.
,.
U.i:-~
.L

In

order to choose the five books which they li~ed best, they read
a large number of books.
to exclaim,

11

TLne and again t':18 children wr~re ·1·32rd

Why didn't someone tell us about ttlese books before', 11

Witty and Sizemore23 renorted that in nolli

high school

students, 10,JHO students said that they were most interested
in comic books when they were in third and fourth grades.
They concluded that children of all ages love comics-especially the bat-man and super-man type.
Dowell and Garrison24 report a study which was made to
determine the interest elements of twenty-three third grade
reading textbooks.
A total of 109 children from the third grade of Raleigh,
North Carolina, Elementary School participated in the study ..
The children were asked to choose their favorite story
from each of the different textbooks and to give their reasons
for choosing each story.

Three hundred different selections

were chosen in this way.
Next, the children chose their three favorite stories
from this list of 300 stories.
Later they chose one favorite story from the selected
list as it then stood.

A list of tneir first choices appears

in appendix B.,
The interest elements chosen by the pupils were:

1. Kindness.
2. Bravery.
23. P.A., ':1!itty and R.A.. Sizemore, 11 Reading the Comics:
Summary of Studies and an Evaluation, 11 Elementary English, XXXI
(December, 1954), 501-506.

2Lf•· P.S., Dowell and K.C. Garrison, 1'Study of Reading
Inter{"Sts of 'rhird Grade Subjects, vr Peabody Journal of Education,
VII] \January, 1931), 2U2-20b.

3. Happiness and beauty.

4.

Humor.
Animals.
6 .. Story quality.
7 .. Achievement.
B. Love.
9. Bible stories~
10., Wisdom.

5.

Robert E. c:raVJl, 2 5 a teacher in Lowe Elementary School
in Sullivan, Illinois, made a study of reading interests in
grades IV to VIII using one class of each grade--a total of

141

students.
He used pupil auestionnaires entitled rtQuestionnaire

on Heading and Related Interests. 11

The questions used which

were related to reading interests are included in appendix A.
Following is a summary of responses given by tne ptJ.pils
who ans·,vered the questions.
Given their choice of active games, television or movies,
and reading, only

11%

selected readins.

Only lb of tn.e lltl students said that they did not like
to read.
About

41%

did not nave library cards and did not go to

the library regularly •
.Most pupils had some books of their own at home.

An

ave.rage nu_mber of books per pupil was about 20.
In types of books which pup:lls would like to read this
year, science, animal stories, history, sports, and adventure were leading choices among tl1.e boys.

Girls chose hum-

orous books, fiction, adventure, and animal stories.

25 ..
VIII,

;r

Robert .c. Crawl, "Heading Interests in 1}rad0s IV to
Unpu.bli shed Manuscript, January, 1·15b.

-16Only

9.6% of the students felt that reading comics keut

them from reading other things.
In the interest poll to determine tyoes of reading preferred, the leading choice among the boys was science, while
most of the girls chose stories.
Summary of Studies
The research studies reported in this chapter were made
during a period covering about thirty-five years.

F1 ive studies

reported in this chanter were made between 1920 and 1930.
Four of the studies reported here were made between 1930 and

1940.
1950

Six studies were reported from those made in tne
decade.

1940-

Five studies made during the last six years

were reported in this chapter also.
Certain kinds of things seem to be representative of
the inte~est studies made in each of tnese four periods of time.
The earlier studies were more concerned with library withdrawals, interest elements and types of literature preferred
by boys and girls,

and sex differences in reading habits and

tastes.
In studies made between the years
ferences might be noticed.

1930-1940 a few dif-

During this time studies were

made to find out whether or not children enjoyed reading as
an activity.

Also it was discovered tnat animal stories,

fairy stories, and stories about boys and girls were more
popular.

The

11

Big Little Books 11 and books in series suct1 as

the Bobbsey Twins, Motor Boat Bo,ys and Cam12f'ire Girl..§ we~£'e
leading favorites of children.

Quality of choices came in

for a share of the studies and it was very disappointing that

-176hildren did not worry about the literary value of their
reading choices.
During the

1940-1950

decade everyone was much concerned

over the comic book craze which seemed to be replacing all
other types of reading.

Studies were made to find out if

there were any differences between comic book and non-comic
book readers.

A study was made of an attempt to ir·]prove

leisure reading of boys and girls.

Children seemed to be

seeking thrills and excitement and the only books which
filled their needs were comic books.

Reasons given for liking

certain books were:
They have adventure.
They are funny.
They are short.
Children's favorite characters were found in fantasy
stories.

They would not read books recommended by an adult

but trusted other children's judgment and advice above an
adult's, especially above a teacher's recommendation.
Studies made during the last five years seem to accept
the children's choices without too much worry about quality.
Josette Frank2 6 in her book, Your Child's Reading Today,
takes this optimistic view of the comics problem:
In the comics events move quickly. Plenty of things
happen. Yet ••• the very fact that a child becomes familiar with the words, the action, and the meaning which
make up a story, renders this a reading experience that
has value for future reading. Any r-eading experience, particularly if it is pleasurable may be a good experience if
only for the fact that it leads to more reading.
26 •. Josette Frank, Your Cnild 1 s Reading Tod~ (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday and Co. Inc., 1954), p. 252.,

-18In addition to accepting children's choices, studies
have been made to find out what children's interests are in
addition to reading.

Various investigators have attempted

to find out what children are looking up in books and wnetner or not children are interested in magazines and newspapers.
Other investig2.tors have sought to learn whether they liked
science as a subject, and whether or not television was taking
too much of their spare time.
According to authorities, it is important that teacb.ers
and educators keep trying to find out more about children's
· t eres t s.
rea di ng in

Traxler 27 had t·h·
·
to
Lis assurance t ogive

people who are making and have made studies similar to those
reported in this chapter.
It seems highly desirable that teachers be encouraged to continue their studies of reading interests, for
changes in environmental conditions and the introduction
of new media of communication create trends in reading
interests that ought to be identified.

27. Arthur E •. Traxler o.nd Agatha Townsend, Eight More
Years of Research in Heajinz: ( l~ew York: Educational Records
Bureau, Educational Records Bulletin #64, January, 1955), p. 15.

CHAPTER III
METHODS OF THE PRESENT STUDY
According to opportunities and facilities which were
available, the most feasible plan to determine primary reading
interests seemed to center around some type of pupil questionnaire.
In order to choose students wno were old enough to answer questions of this type and yet young enough to still be
in the interest range of the primary grades it was decided
to send questionnaires to all the t·ourth grade pupils of the
Mattoon schools early in September.
First of all, permission to make the study was obtained
from U1e unit superintendent.

He felt that it would be a

worthwhile experiment, especially it' results could be made
available to all the participating teachers.
Choosing appropriate questions for this age level was
the next problem to consider.

It was also desirable to know

pupils' names so that several comparisons might be made of
the results.
Paul Witty 2 tl in Reading in Modern Education included a
2-8 .. Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education, (Boston: D.C.
Heath and Co., 1949), pp. 302-305.
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-20pupil questionnaire on interests and activities.

Several of

his questions were used in the present questionnaire, a cooy
of which appears at the end of this chapter.
Other questions were added to complete the questionnaire
which in its final form contained eighteen items.29
After the questions were planned and the questionnaires
mimeographed, a meetin[.; of a~l fourth grade teachers of the
unit was arranged and the plan of tne study explained to the
entire group.
On September lL~,

19.55,

packets of questionnaires accom-

panied by letters of explanation to the teachers were sent to
all tne fourth grade rooms of the unit.
Each questionnaire was composed of a brief explanation
to the pupil, space for name, age, sex, and name of school,
followed by fifteen questions, most of which could be answered
simply by checking the desired res.ponse.
Two questions,

#15

and #18, required that each pupil

write an appropriate response as it was desirable to secure
thej_r reasons for pre1·erences of storybooks or comic books
as well as tl1e name of a favorite book or story.
Also as a part of the study a list of October reading
achievement scores was obtained for those who comnleted the
questionnaires.
In addition

to

reading achievement data, I.Q. scores

were obtained for approximately

95%

of these students.

29. Jf these eighteen ite~s the firsc tnree callea for
name, ase and sex, and name of school.
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It was planned to analyze the questions according to
sex, reading achievement, and I.Q. scores.
Co-operation was excellent and every teacher returned
the completed questionnaires.

One hundred ninety-four boys

and lb2 girls completed the questionnaire--a total of
students.

356

This was the total fourth grade enrollment of the

Mattoon schools.
In appendix B will be found a copy of tne letter which
was sent to the teachers and a lLst of participating teachers
and schools.
A copy of the questionnaire, followed by a brief smnmary
of results of the entire school unit, aopears on the pages
following.

near Boys and Girls,
Here are some easy questions wnich yot1 are to answer. In
most of them you just check the answer which you choose. In a
few questions you will v,.rri te the answer in a sentence. If' you
need any help your teacher will tell you what to do.

1. Your name-------......,,::----,.,-..,,.-,,--::-----------------2. Age ___________Boy or Girl ___
J. Your school----------------,--------------~- Is school a happy place?

Yes
No

'l:·.S. Do you think it is fun to read?
Yes

___ ____
.

lJo

b. About how many books do you I'ead from your school library or

bookmobile each year?
More than lU books

--------

Less than lU books
No books

,,.."'('

.

Do you read bool{s from the public libr•o.ry?
Yes

No

--------

~:-b. Do you have some books of your own?
Yes

No

9. What kinds of stories do you like best from this list?
Cowboy stories
Pairy stories

--------------

-----------

Animal stories

------------

Indian stories
Punn7 stories~--

~;tori es about boys

TncJ

r ls-·-·-·---

St ori es about great men
----·----·--,

,----

10. Do yau like to read to younger chjldren?
Yes

-------No
--------

-i.~ 11.

lJo you like to have someone read to you?
Yes
Ho

------

12. Which of these would you rather do?
He ad a book yours e 1 J'_________________,_ __
Ask someone to read it to you_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

*13~ Do you read comic books?
Yes

-----------------

No

14.

Which of these do you enjoy most?
Comic books

---------

Storybooks ___, _ _ _ _ _ __
1_5,., Give a reason for your choice in

fill+·-------------

lb. Do you enjoy reading poems?
Yes
No

1a 7 .. Do you read any rnage.zines?
Yes

---

No

----------

1e.

Write here the name of a book or story which you like very
much.

~:- Th.ese ques ti ,Jns were taken from Hi tty, Heac!ing_ in
Educa~_!_sm, pp. J02-JU5.

odern

rcirrAL
JLT:3 OF ALL C~USSTI UN3 E:XC.E:PT ;tl5 Al!D }18
total nuu'ce:c' of girls--162; total number of bo:,rs---194
1

Girls

Boys

4.

Is school a happy place?

yes 1St\ no-..!:h_

';/83

5.

Do you thir1k it is fun to read?

yes 152. no

yes 171

10

25

1 , ,-.

! D"-1 TJ.O
--=.::.....t_
--

no_gJ_~

6. About how many books do you read
from your school library or bookmobile each year?
more than 10
less than li)
no books

-----

7 .. Do you read books from the
public library?

yes

e..

Do you have some books of your own?yes

9.

What kind of stories do you like
best from this list?
Cowboy stories
Fairy stories
Animal stories
Indian stories
Funn:y stories
Stories about boys and gi :!:'l:c:;
Stories about great men

lo.

102,

~7-·--3

75

87

no

149

no__ l.l_

100

=-~-.11- ,._-=-=
yes 7rJ

no 116

yes lblj no_ 2b_

____ ,__t2·-11}

- 8_1: ___
bt)
lOtl

- - - - 1 s1 - - -

----~:
1 ~Lt--'
- - 103
"'··-·----·-

.

39

_ 1L9____ _

Do you like to read to younger
children?

ll. Do you lilrn to have sm;1eone road
to you?

yes 135 no

27

12. Which of these wuula you rather ~o?
Read a book yourself
13}
Ask someone to read it to you_____2_9.._·-_-·--

13. Do you T'ead comic books'?

;x4,..

lb. Do

·.7.

22

_ _ _ _L..._b?___ _

17~ no 20

Which of ti,ese do you enjoy most?
Comic books
Storybooks

i_·_:
__

no

- - - - -1L,c/-5_____ _

. Do

ou enjoy r~adin~ poems?

you reacJ any magazj_ne s?

r:::3·'

./

109

------····-·"---·-

yes 11+0 no 22
--yes 111 no

51

yes 119 no__l5 .
yes 11:7 no 75

CHAPTEH IV
R8:3UL'J..1S OF THE STUDY

In order to clarify results of the study it seemed desirable to use a number of tables.
Three distinct groupings will be made in most of the
tablos. · Group I will c,;nsi st of the boys

I

and girls' re-

sponses separately and as a total group.
Group II will be divided according to nigh, average, and
low reading achievement.

In orcrnr to determine reading achieve-

ment it was arbitrarily decided tnat high reading achievement
would consist of all reacli:ci 0 scores of a crade level of
above.

5,u

a'l.d

\verage reading ac t1i evement would consist of scores of a

1

grade level of

J.l up to and includine.s .scores of

4.9.

ing achieve,nent was set at scores of a grade level of

Low read-

J.(J) down.

Group III will be classifled according to intelligence test
scores.

tligh I.Q. scores wore established as those of 110

hi3ner.

Average I.Q. scores would consist of those scores from

90 to 109 inclusive.

~~d

Low I.Q. scores would begin at H9 and

continue downwa1_~d.
Table 1 shows in percentaces* apportionment of the participating students in high, average, and low re&ding achievement;

T1able 2 s~1ows a similar 8.ffoortionment of the same stud.onts into
high, average, and lmv I. Q. broups.
*Percentages in all tables in this chapter will
round numbers.
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be given in

-2b-

TABLE 1. --'rable showing per·centages of cnilctren

01

high,

average, and low acnievament in reading

(s.. 0
Boys
Girls
Total Group

( 3 .,]. to J±.9)

to 13. 1)

Low
j

( 1 .,3 to

53

I

26

2ih

63

I

13

23

57

.I

[

2l

I

l

Average

Eiig11

r

3.0)

20

e above table coincides well with most findings concerninc; reading achievement at any one grade level. It shows
that the children who participated in the study would probably
be considered a normal sample.

TABLE 2. --Table showing percenta 1:,es of children with high,
average, and low I.Q. scores
Hi 6 h I • 1: _ .

(110-lu_J)
-----------~---'-'-·--

Av·erat;e I.-~..,
( )J-L)'1)

Low I ......
(70--1)_ _ _ __

Boys

26

57

17

Girls

28

63,

9

27

60

13

Total croup

I

According to information in the following table, the
fourth grade pupils of the Mattoon schools apparently find
school a hapoy place.

This very significant item becomes

evident as the first (and orobably outstanding) result of t~e
completed tabulation of responses to the first question of
the questionnaire.

If a child is happjr he is probably succeeding in most
of his school work so it may be assumed that

92%

of the

Mattoon fourth grade pupils probably are successful.

TABLE J,. --rrable showing uercentages of' resoonses to questions
(4) Is school a happy place? and ( 5) Do you think it is fun to
read?
Question

4
no

I

Group

Question

I

5

y_e__s_--t""r-'- no

..L,. _ _ _

I

88

-----

12

Boys

87

13,

Girls

97

3

93,

7

8

91

9

Total Group

I

Group I I

_L
9_4__...____
I
I
----·-··-------_...______ ____ ---------·----High Reading Ach.

90 -----···-1_0_ _1_ _ _

6 ___~--

Average Reading Ach.

9l

93

7

80

2·0

7

96

l+

7

91

9

lJ;

79

2l

9

....._

95

Low Reading Ach.
Group I I I
High

-1!3 -

I .Q.-

Low

I

,.J

Questions
lated.
said

11

93

-~~~ R7

I.Q.

5

___

Average I.Q.

4-

and

5

_...,._,.;..:

I
l

!

I

in the preceding table are clearly re-

Most of the groups answering affirmatively to
yes" to

·c1,;o
ans wor4
"v .
.J.._

/'.r:,
,T
/

I .Q .. group.

J/5.

#4

also

rl1.e two groups who differed ratner widely in

1

the low reading achievement group and the low

-28The group which had the highest percent
responses to
ment.

//4

of affirmative

was the group with the lowest r•eading achi.eve-

Yet this same group had a relatively high percentage

of students who did not like to read.JO
The low

I.Q~ group had the highest percentage of students

who did not find school a happy place; also this group had a
high percentage of students who did not enjoy reading.
The next table shows the amount of reading done by the
various groups.
~n1y;·,
TIi.1)
I!..

I, LJ-.

mao
, 1 e shovving the numbe.r of bo.ol-;.:s read per year in
percentages

-·.1

More than 10

Less than 10

No books
J

Group I

-1

Boys

51

43

6

Girls

63

J5

2

.

--~-·

56

40

High Reading Ach.

65

Y5

Average Reading Ach.

56

4P

Low-Reading Ach.

4B

44

56

44

59

36

Total Group

4

Group I I

Group I I I

l\ver•o.ge

I.q,.

I

8

I

5

I

17

!., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Low I. Q.,

--·-··-··------

37

l

L.6
'

_____i.,_

Jo. This suc~ests the rather startling conclusion that a
person is happier if he is not a eood reader~

-29Table

4 is

percentages.

interesting because of some rather revealing

Of the children who reported reading no books

at all, those with a low I.Q. had the largest number.
Interestingly, the high reading achievement and the high
I.,Q, .. group all report some independent reading.

Girls apparently read more books than boys.,

However,, most

of the children who responded to this question seemed to show
some interest in reading library books.
This finding did not agree with Terman31 who stated that
from ages

6

t~

9

children do almost no independent reading.

'rABLE 5.--Table showin 6 percentages of students reading public

library books, poetry, and magazines
Libra1~y books

Poetry

Magazines

Group I
Boys

L1.;0

61

61

Girls

53,

88

68

Total Group

46

72:_

64-

High Reading Ach.

55

65

80

Average Reading Ach.

44-

77

64

Low Reading Ach.,

42

68

L~9

High I .. Q,.

53

68

70

Average I.C(,.

45

70

67

37

53

i.L1

Group II

Group I I I

---·--··
Low I J

·-

:______L

I

-·

31. Terman and Lima, oo. cit.,
..;...;;..

--

n.

V

26

-30Table

5

showed choices of reading materials of the boys

and girls who 1Jarticipated in the study.

It was desirable to

find out which zroups chose library books, which chose poetry,
and which chose magazines, although almost every child indicated
an interest in all types of material.
Table
boys and

5

was useful in su:mmarizi

rls chose to re

kinds of material the

•
~

Contrary to most

the majority of the children

chose poetry in preference to library bo
i

eresti

s or

fact was revealed; the high re

group and the hi

zines.,

ng achievement

a larger percentage who chose

I. Q,. group

magazines in preference to library books or poetry ..
magazines and poetry exactly the same.
by a rather

One

Boys rated

Girls preferred poetry

percent

These facts are noticeable when compared to earlier studies
on types of material v,rhich children voluntarily choose to read.
Leistikow32 came to the conclusion that "poetry is not
read voluntarily by children of elementary school age.~
Dunn33

scovered that second, third and fourth grade

children definitely prefer prose to poetry.
Children have always been encouraged to make use of t.:ie
public library.

The lowest percent

reported in re

library books by any group was 37%; the
of

55%

was reported by the hi

These were not low percent

st percentage

reading achievement group.
s

32: .. Leistikow, .2.E.• cit., p. 12.

33 .. Dunn, .2E. c i t • , p • 5•

compared to similar findings.

-31-

.~

Gray . reported that at age
of girls used tl1e library..

58%

about

9, about 15% of boys and
.

Hobert Cravv-135

children between the

s of

scovered that

9 and 14 used the

public library regularly.
Q.uestions 10, 11, and 12 in the questi
eluded in order to find out whether or not
becoming independent in reading.

re were inse children ware

The questions were as follows:

10. Do you like to read to younger children?
11 .. Do you like to have someone read to you?
ch of these would you
r dof
12 ..
iiead a book yourself.
Ask someone to read it to you.

children read for themselves.
child who reads independent
younger than himself.

s

It is usually noticeable that a
also likes to re

probably

to children

ves him a f'eeli

of

success and encourages him to do more readi
Most girls seemed to enjoy reading to younger children.
Also it might be inferred from the responses on page 24 that
more

rls seemed to achieve independence in reading as more

of them reported

t they preferred reading a book themselves

rather than asking someone to read to them.
Almost all of the boys and

rls enjoyed having someone

read to them.
ndi
who st
or

son the above ques

ed that all

steni

ons agree with Leistikow 36

ldren regardless of

to stories.

34 ..

Gray, .?.E.• cit., p. 159.

35 •.

·t
Craw 1 , ..£2.· .22:..,._.,
p•

~
.?•

36., Leistikow, .?.E.• cit., p. 272.

enj o.re d re adi

-32:An entire book might be written about the next table since
this particular tooic has been the subject of many magazine
articles within recent years.
Question 12 asked the boys and girls to make a choice
between comic books and story books.

The choices of each group

are given in the following table.

TABLE 6.--Table showing percentages of preference to comic books
as opposed to storybooks
Comic Books

Storybooks

Boys

68

32

Girls

32

68

Total Group

52

4B

High Reading Ach.

46

54

Average Reading Ach.

50

Group

I

Group I I

I

50

Low Reading Ach~
Group I I I
High I .Q •.

47

53

Average I. C~.

5J;

47

60

40

!
Table

6

might be analyzed rather more clearly by re-

arranging the data into another table which follows.

-JJ,TABLE 7. --Table sl10win2, the groups from Table 6 and their
choices of comic books or storybooks

Groups choosing comic books

Grmros choosing storybooks

Boys

Girls

Low Reading Ach.

High Beading II.ch.

,\ vorr.:: <"'·"'

}Iigh I.~.

1:1.

V

.....,_l:)'-J

T
.J...

Q•

Lovr I. Q.Majority of children
studied

-----· ··---------------·-The
a rather

50-50
6

tie of the averac;e reading group is probably

ood indication of the status of the two types of

reading material in many classrooms.
Practically all the children in all the participating
schools read some comic books.

Almost

group answered nyes 11 to //13, which was:
books?
of

90% of the entire
Do you read cor;iic

This supports Witty and Sizemore 1 s37 findings in a study

10,380 high school students who said that they were most in-

terested in comic books when they were in third and fourth grade.
But of course each group showed much variation in its response
to the next question when a choice was necessary between two
types of reading material--comic books and storybooks.

As the

preceding table showed, the average groups in both reading
achievement and I.·~. took a

11

middle of the road 11 course.

Since most of the boys and 6 irls own some books, it did
not seem necessary to make a comparative study of responses
to this particular question.

Only 11)·~ did not 1Jossess any

books of their own.
37. Witty and Sizemore, op. cit., p. 503.,

-34Louise Thar!) in her
ad'? 11 made

Do Ghil

cle,

to

s important statement:

Above all, encourage parents to buy bo
for
ldren. The child who does not like to read will
not t
e public
books to
s heart.
needs
his own books which
can read and reread .. He should
also have a place where
can keep
s books in
s
own room.3D
kinds of stories liked best that the

was in lis
boys and

arted almost com-

sent study

rls in the

tely from findings of similar studies.
a Leistikov1, 39 animal stories and

According to

stories of boys' and gi

s' experiences ar•e leadi

choices

of primary children.

i,o

Jenny L .. Green,..
rtFourth

boys and

people in the

her book, Rea di~ for li1un, says,
the most important

rls prefer
children. 11

books shall

ttylJ71 in nchildren's Choices of Favorite Books, 11 coneluded that in the

grades animal stories predominate;

ry tales are second and humor comes thi
Surprisingly, in the present study the children showed
interest in stories about boys and

very lit

The next t

rls.

choices in order of prefer-

le shows

ence.

38.

Louise Tharp,
Do Chil
'reacher, LXIX. (November, 1951), 80-81.,

3,9 .. Leistikow ,. .£2..., cit., p •

40.

Green,.

OD•

J+r.

Wit

.s?.• cit., p. 267.

-,

cl t., P•

31.

.

Like to

ad? 11 Grade

-J5TABLE 8.--Table showi
re

order of preferences of types of
ng
erial

Boys' Choices

Girls' Choices

1. Cowboy stories
2. Indian stories
3~ Stories about great men
Animal stories
5. Funny stories
6. Fairy stories
7. Stories about boys and girls

4.

It is i

1. Fairy stories
2. Funny stories
}. Animal stories
Stories about great men
5. Stories about boys and
6. Cowboy stories
7. Indian stories

4.

rla

eresting here that the first two choices of

the boys were the last two choices of the girls.
Fairy stories have always been in hi
of this

group"'

favor among girls.

Most of the studies have reported that

at this age girls show the gre
and fanciful stories.

est interest in fairy tales

Therefore the

rls who to

in

this study conformed more closely to earlier studies than did
the boys.

A rather striking

ranked fairy stories
In consideri
followi

ng is the fact that the boys

ad of stories

out boys and girls.

combined choice of boys and girls the

listing appears:
Kind of story

1. Funny stories )
2. Cowboy stories) 3-way tie
J. Indian stories)
Stories about gre
men
5. Fairy stories
6. Animal stories
7. Stories about boys and girls

4~

Number of times
mentioned
211
211
211

198
191
188
108

:Many reasons were given for preferring storybooks.
reasons for liking comic books were listed.

Various

- JJoThe most popular reasons, appearing on both lists. involved the tvvo elements of interest and humor.
These reasons were given most often for preferring
comic books:
Number of times
mentioned

Raason

70

1.
2.
~~-

They are funny.
They are more interesting
I like them better.
They have more pictures.
5. Because they are easier.
6. Because they have cowboys.
7. They are exciting.
8. They have more variety,
9. They have better stories,
10. Because I like mystery.

23,

18
10

8

l

6

4
J

Three other reasons given only once were very good.

1. I used to lool{ at the nictures when I was little.

So now

that I can read I like them.
2 .. Because I learned to read from them.
J. I can trade corni cs better t:1:ian story books.
These last reasons seemed to have a real value.
tastes begin to form at an early age.

Children's

They are likely to be

interested in the things they enjoyed vrhen quite youn 0 .,
No teacher could entirely discount reason 2 above.

It

'
is highly desirable that all
children learn to read from some

source even if the quality of that source is not of the finest.
These reasons were given most frequently for preferring
storybooks.
Reason
1. They are more interesting.
2. They ~re more fun.
J. I like them better.
They tell more about real people and real
things.
5.
They
have more different kinds of stories.
;
o. They have nicer stories.
7. Stories are longer and have more to them.

4.

Number of times
mentioned

50
17
12
10

9
8

7

-378. They are more exciting~

9. You

10 ..
11.

6

arn more.
have fairy stories.
are easier to re
and understand.

3

3:
2

Some rather interesting reasons given only once were:
1. Because I am a Christian
don't read bad stories.
2~ They are good for chil
J. Comic books hurt my
s.
Storybooks are not so silly.

4.

The

sts which

stories named by
Most of the st
in appendix B.
similar to the

ear on

next two pages show the

se children as
es mentioned here

Those

favorite stories.
ar on

lists

ldren in studies ,

sts were named by

sent one.

Only one story does not appear to be a
Tim Thompson in the Jungle was named by ni
the same room.

ven

d choice •.
een children from

Apparently the teacher was currently reading

it to them or had just completed it.
The popularity of Davy Crockett and Roy Rogers is probably due to the fact that they have been featured in recent
movie and television plays.
to be the result of re
The stories

However most of the stories seem

individual interests.
been placed inc

types of stories preferred ..

cries to show the

STORIES PRBFERRED BY GIRLS
Stories about Great Men

Fair;y: Stories
Little Red Riding Hood--16*
Fairy Stories--9
Cinderella---7
Snow \'Vhi te and the Seven Dwarfs--7
Hansel and Gretel--6
Sleeping Beauty--3
Grimm's Fairy Tales--3
Alice in Wonderland--2
The Ugly Duckling--2
Pin.occhio
rom i'humb
Anderson's Fairy Tales
Fifty F&~ous Fairy Tales
Peter Pan
A Real Princess
Lady Green Satin and her
Maid, Rosetta
The
lfish Giant
The Magic Carpet
One Inch Fellow
Teeny Tiny

Abraham Lincoln--1+
Davy Crockett--4
George Washington--2
Books of
story
David, the Shepherd Boy
Daniel Boone
Stories about the Bible

Tim Thompson in the Jungle--13>

Nicky 1 s Pootball ·ream--4
The Bobbsey Twins--4
The Japanese Twins··
Meeting New Friends
House for Elizabeth
Surprise for Timmy
Heidi
Ginny Gordon and the Mystery
at the Old Barn
The Mystery of Julia

Animal Stories
Cowboy Stories
Black Beauty--8
Donald Duck--2'
The Three Bears
Reddy Fox and Granny Fox
The Rabbit Who Wanted to Fly
The Lion and the Mouse
Tom the Hippopotamus
Rin Tin Tin
The Pony and the Boy
Johnny Crow 1 s New Garden
The Black Stallion
'ii'Jhi te Fang
Suzanne the Pioneer Cow
The Greatest Show on Earth
Whose Little Bird am I
Bunny Blue
Porky Pig
Tom and Jerry
Aesop's F'ables
1

Gowboy Stories--7
Roy Rogers--6
Lone Ranger
Range Rider
Indian Stories
Indian Stories
Squa:nto and the Pilgrims
Little Ea:gle

~Humbers which follow story titles shmv how many times
that story was mentioned.
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STORIES

BY BOYS

Cowboy Stories

Animal Stories

Lone Ranger-·-11
Roy Rogers--9
Cowboy Stories--6
Gene Autry--3
Range Rider--2:
Trouble in the Gulch
Big Cowboy Book
Hopalong Cassidy
Rocky Lane, Cowboy
Wild Bill Hickok
Indian Stories
Indians--)
Cowboys and Indians--2
Bronto
Golden Arnow
Follett Picture Story of Indians
Tomahawk, Indian Scout
Old Indian Legends
Indians of the Long House
Big Snapping Turtle
Stories about Great Men
Davy Crockatt--10
Frank Buck
Our Nation
Men of Yesterday
Sam Houston
'I1homas Edison, Inventor
George Washington
John Paul Jones
A Great Day of Long Ago
Abra11am Lincoln
Lewia and Clark
Leaders and Heroes
Daniel Boone
Kit Carson
Custer's Last Stand
Combat Kelly
Robin Hood
Jim Bridger, American
:l?rontiersman
Buf\falo Bill Jr.
Tarzan

Rin
n Tin--8
Donald Duck--8
The Three Pigs--}
Bugs Bunny--2
Ringtail the Young Raccoon
Silver
Lassie
Tom and Jerry
Porky Pig
Mickey Mouse
Fuzzy Dan
Woody Woodpecker
Fox and Crow
The Shy Little Horse
The Little Fox
A Cat for Kansas
Tippy Elephant
Puppy Dog
F'airy Stories
Pin oc.chi o--2
Ru.rnplestiltskin--2
The Glass Hill
The Boy Who Went to the
Hansel and Gre 1
Alice in ~onderland
The Wishing
ar
Old Fairy Tales
The 500 Hats
Tom Thumb
Tinder Box
Little Magic Painter

est Wind

Stories about Boys and Girls
Tim Thompson in the Jungle--6
Tom Sawyer
Huckleberry Finn
Re,x of the Coast Patrol
Heidi
The. Two Musketeers
Nicky's Football Team
Story of Jim Davis
Boom 'I'own Boy
Treasure Island
Back in the Saddla
Moby Dick
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CHAPTER V
SUM1'!IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

s study was to attempt to determine

The object of

reading interests of the begi

fourth

pupils of

the Mattoon school system.
A review of research on the subject of children's readi

interests was made in order to better understand the subject
and to compare results of present and past studies.
The study was conducted by the pupil questionnaire
method in which each pupil answered a list of eighteen
questions accor

to his own interests and desires.

All questionnaires when completed and returned virere
tabulated; this material became the basis for tables which
showed group responses in percent
on the

most of the items

s

stionnaire.

On the basis of the results of the s
above men ti cned tables,. the followi

as shown in the

tentative conclusions

seemed to eme
1. Primary children have very definite reading interests
and nreferences but they are highly individual and much material is necessary to Jc1eet their needs and interests.
2. Several wide sex differences appeared in checking
separate responses of boys and girls.

-40-

-41Girls as a

oup liked school better and also enjoyed

reading more than boys~
Girls read more books, poetry, and magazines.
Girls more than boys enjoyed reading to younger children.
Girls more than boys preferred reading a book themselves
rather than asking someone else to read it to them.
Boys chose c.omic books in oreference to storybooks by
a large percent

, while girls preferred storybooks in

preference to comic books by the same large percentage ..
wide sex differences reported here have not been
so obvious in earlier studies, except in the matter of re
comics.

tty42' found that boys read almost twice as many

comic rragazines as do girls.

3 ..

A third inte:r·es

trend was noticed in differences

in interests of the children in hlgh I.Q .. , average I •.C~ .. and
low I. ci.

oups.

In general it was found that children of greater intelligence were happier in school and enjoyed reading to a much
greater extent than the group of low intelligence ..
In number of books read per year from the school bookmobile the high I. Q,. group was far ahead of the low I. Q ..
group.

Interestingly though, the average I.Q. group was a

fevv points hi
In readi
I.

r than the hi

public libr

oup was

ahead.

interest in reading

!+2 .. Paul Witty,

I. G~. group.
books and
the

s

the hi

group showed more

oetry.
11

Children's Interest in Reading the Comics,rr
Journal of Exoerimental Educ a ti on, X ( De camber, 1941), 101.i. ..

high I. .. group showed much independence
d to do their own reading

ent pre

-four

the low I

only

reading ..

ferred re

• group

ng a book

themselves.
The outstanding diI~ference be
I. c~ .. groups was in choice of c

en the low and hi

c books or storybooks.

I .. Q., group showed a rather si

The hi

for story bo
substanti

4.

while

J;

percent

low I .. Q, .. group showed a very
of preference for comic books.
was in listing

Another rather noticeable findi

ki

rence

ficant p

st.,

stories liked

choices

Boys• three le

were (1) cowboy stories, (2) Indian stories, and (3) stories
about

at men.

es, funny stories,

Girls chose fairy st
r three

and animal stories as

ng choices.

on the list were stories about boys and girls.
a rather shocking
in

primary

ades consists of st

With but one exc
fin di

on this

s

This was

the rea

scovery since most

Last

:nateri

es about boys and

on, fairy stories for

stion did not coinci

rls, the

with most previous

studies.
the children enjoyed stories

The fact that many
out gre

men agrees with the statement made by Lynch;

nchildren love biography and stories
Shores

ography wi

anew at
chil

so stated:

•

11

heroes.n

Educat.ors and parents might look

respect to its possible value for

1144

43. IvI.B .. Lynch, Books Ghil
zine,, V (November, 19 30) ,
-23"'
----11

1µ~ .. Shores,

£e_ ..

cit., p .. 499.

Like and Why, 11 Parents

s.

-J.+J-

5.

Many differences in raaciing int3rests occurred in the

groups labeled high reading achievement, average reading
achievement and low reading achievement.
The happiest of these three groups was the low reading
achievement group; but of all groups studied,. the low reading
group enjoyed reading the least.

About 20% of this group

reported that they did not think it was fun to read while only

6%

of the high reading group reported not liking to read.
The high reading achievement group cHd a great deal more

reading than even the high I. r~. group, reporting that 651& of
their group read more than ten books a year from the school
bookmobile.
The high I'eading achievement group also reported the
greatest percentage of students reading public library books
and magazines.

Strange though it seems, the low and average

reading groups reported that they read more poetry.
The group having high reading ability also chose storybooks in preference to comic books by a rather high percentage.
The group having low reading ability chose comic books by an
almost 2 to 1 ratio.

The average reading achievement group

was divided 50-50 in its choice of comic books versus storybooks.
'rhe above findings agreed rather closely with Strangl+-5
who said that in most cases good readers preferred storybooks rather than comic books.

45.

She also stated:

• -1Huth Strang, .912... .£2:..::..
' p. 342.

I

I

-44-fact that a

erson can

t the st

with only a small amount of re

in picture

rig makes

comics

), 6

attractive to

children who are poor readers. II 1'."

I
'
o.
Many reasons were given
C

preferri

•

storybooks

These reasons have been discussed in Chap-

or comic b

ter IV and aGree rather closely with

ous studies reoorted.

favorite books about

choices

different stories

three leading choices were (1)

were named ..

ttle Red

Riding Hood, (2) Roy Rogers,

(J) Davy Crockett.

value of the findings on this

stion again

wide choice of readi

chief

st

a

erial should be available in scho

'

home, and public libraries.

186 children preferred comic books while

8. The fact
ldren ore

only 170

trends of the

d storybo

sis one of the interesting

sent study.

sis not a

at maj

ty and mi

trend is away from comic books in favor

show that

or better quality reading

materials.
According to
an e
11

ace Storm it is import
s

e"'

It is at

s:

third

dation is being 1

to elevate taste

fourth

d for the

level

lopment

a fountaste

I,

reading.n147
Did all
l_~ or

stion

46.

47.

children who were devi

5

choose comic bo

Ibid .. ,. p.

sin either question

in preference to storybooks?

5~2 ..

Grace Storm" "Developing Interest in Reading,~ The
Instructor,. LVI (November,, 1946), 27.

-1+5"1.Deviatesn as defined here will mean the children who
answered

11

no 11 to either or both of the following questions

which appeared on the questionnaire.

(4)

rs

school a happy

place? (5) Do you think it is fun to read?
There were

fty-three deviates in the entire group of

boys and girls; and

75%

of these chose comic books in pre-

ference to storybooks.,
All of the nine children who were deviates for both
questions 1-i- and
books.

5

chose comic books in preference to story-

Yet their range of re

ng achievement was from 2.3

d from 70 to 117.
Another intere ting fi

was that in rooms having

more than thirty students comic b
storybooks.
cor".lic books..

tended to win over

-wise this was 70 to 30 in favor of

Percent
In summi

up the comic book situation these

are the groups of children choosing comic books:
oup.
a. rhe low I., •
low reading achievement group.
b.
C • The children who did not like school.
d.
children who did not like to read.
4,.8
e .. The ones who were in an overcrowded room.
1

To summarize,

ndi

s of this study appeared to show:

1. Highly individual readi
2 .,

de sex

rences

3 .. Differences in i

interests ..
i.nterests.

erests due to different levels of

intelligence.

4.

48.

Interests in types of stories not named by children
of this
in earlier studies
a.,, A very evident int,2>1::es t in
ography.
b .. A decided lack of interest in stories about boys and

Perhaps in an over-crowded room teachers do not have
time to help children devel
their individual reading interests.

-465.

Differences
re
interests due to dif'ferences
in readi
achievement.

6~

Sli
ly more interest
books.

7.

Much interest in re

8.

A defipite interest in readi
mobileL+9 bool{S.

comic books than in storypoetry and magazines.
library and book-

re appears to be ample evidence that
re
and

ldren will

what is available, wl1-at they enjoy, and what other boys
rls recommend~
It is the re

the pub

onsibility of the school, the home, and

c libraries to make available books which will meet

the needs and interests of all boys and

rls.

Results of this study seem to show a need for more research in

f'i eld of

ldren 1 s readi

by study can these interests be prope
today's emphasis on free re
develop indi

dual i

sts

interests.

Only

identified.

With

there is more opportunity to
tastes.

It will truly be a

rewarding experience for teachers to achieve
goal of the ri

49.

ultimate

book for each child in every class.

It might be stated here that the Mattoon schools have
a good system of bringing new reading materi s to all the schools
through a bookmobile which
sits each school regularly ..

APPENDIX A.--S01VIE OTHER

Jordan's Questionnaire--Used in
scoveri:ng children's re
interests.

1. Will you kindly write dmvn for me the name of the book
you like best of
the books you have ever read?

2. Will you write down for me the name of the book you
like next best of all the books you have ever re

3. VHll you write down the book you like next best and
next best of all the books you have ever read until
you have written five books arranged in the order of
your preference?
I I ..

1 •. Wi 11 you write down for me the name of the magazine you
like best of all the rna~azines you have ever read?
2., Will you write down the name of the magazine you like
next best of all the magazines you have ever read?

3.

11 you write down the name of the magazine you like
next best of all the
nes you have ever read so
that altogether you have written three
zines arranged in the order of your preference?

-48Terman
Lima Ciues onnaire--Used to s
children's reading
wi
speci
reference to individual
fferences caused by
ase, sex, intelligence and speci
interests. Data were
obtained from the
,
school, and
children themselves.,,

I.

Home information

A. Did child learn to read before starti

to school'?

At what age?

B .. Give

nd and amount of home re
by
child at
various ages, not including school studies.
Hours weekly

Before

Ages

5

5
and

6

ti

7 and 8

It

9 and 10

!I

11 and 12

ft

13 and above

c.

Samples of books or
magazines re
at
each age:.

Jot down a rough estimate of the number of books in
home library.

II. School information
A.. As compared with average

ld of the same age, does
the child read very much, more than average, an average
amount, less than average, very littlei

B. Give. samples of books re

in the last year which were

not required.

III. Reading record booklets
ldren were asked to keep a record of
(The
ng a period of two months. For
they read
were given record books containing thirty-tvrn p

inches

-49in size.

Each page was to be a record of one book.)

Title of book
If you did not finish it, tell why.

---------------

Below make a cross before the statement that tells how well
you liked it.
(Give your read opinion, no matter what others
think about the book)
one of the best I ever read.
liked it very well, better than most books.
------liked it fairly well.
--~·---did not care much for it.
did not like it at all.
Had you ever read this book before?

------

If so, how many times before this time?

------

Do you think you will want to read it again?

------

The following table is based upon reading records which
were kept for two months by 808 unselected children in t~ree
small California cities.
Average number of books
Number of cases
read per month
Age of child

6 to 8

32

8 to 10

163

1.5

10 to 12

286

2

0

Crawl ciuestionnaire--A study of readi
related to reading

interests--questions

Part I
2.- 1Nould you rather (a) play active games (b) watch television or go to a movie (c) read?

3. Would you rather read (a) stories {b) biography ••• {c)
about how to
and do things (d) about science,
history and otb~r subjects (l) about current events?
Part I I

1. I ~ike, do not like) to read.
2. I {nave, do not have) a library card.

3. I (go, do not go) to the library regularly~

4.

I have
books of my own at home.
until now my favorite books have been stories about

5 .. Up

6.

This year I want to read more of the followi
history
--travel
--humorous books
fiction
--airolanes
~books about hobbies

--7. I

also want to read the foll
this year:

s.

_ _biography
science
--animal stories
--sports
--adventure
kinds of magazines

favorite authors are
:, and

----

----------- , --------------

:Part IV

3. Do you like to re

4.

5.
6.
7.

comic magazines? _ _ _ _ __
Do you read newspaper comic strips? _ ___,,,..--Do you read other parts of the newspaper?~~~~Are you readi
more or fewer comics than you did a
ar ago?
Does readlng comic books keep you from reading other
things?

------,.-

------

of books;

APPENDIX B .. -

Parti c

ati

Schools

Teachers
I'eacher

School

Number of pupils

Lowell

31

'Longfellow

24

Humboldt

14

Mrs. Yvonne Anderson

Hawthorne

35

Mrs. B'lorence Herman

rn.r ..

R

ss

ndstaff
!lfcCall

Grant Pa1 k

7

'rrilla

8

Mr. Jos

Cooks Mi 11

9

Mrs •. Vi

Vi ashing ton

28

l\1rs ..

28

Mrs., Lois Beals

34

l'vTrs .. Opal Naab

1

Bennett

33
Lincoln

Columbian
We.st Paradise

ss Daisy Woodyard
Carrell
nia Woodall

8lva Phipps

ss Lena Mason

35

?11rs. Mary Vogt

36

i'![rs .. Sylvia Grisamore

32

Iv1r s ., Ruth Werner

4
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Mrs"' Lelan Cummins

Copy of letters

to all p

icipati

Sept

teachers

er ll~, 1955

Dear

A few days
I talked to you
naires which I have prep
to be

out the
1 questionven in our unit this month.

The
ose of
questionnaire is to learn more about
reading i
and habits
our fourth grade
ls. Comparisons of these i
erests
various measures
11 be made~
ques onnaire c
ns ei
een items, most of
ch rere only checking.
11 you encourage the children to be absolutely honest in
responses. but especially so
th regard to
questions 1+, 5,. and
• These
stions are the ones on which the
pupils
try to please the teacher by
ng the expected response.
stiona
and lB
re 1
answers. All children
should answer these two questions, as they
provide
ortant
information •.
The entire questionnaire should take no more
twenty
ve minutes to admi ster .. P ase send
questionnaires to me at Humboldt School.

twenty to
completed

When
study is completed, you will receive a list of
results from your room and, if possible, a brief summary of
the results from the entire
t.
have a crowded day and I appreciate
I know that you alre
your taking the time to ass st me in this study.
Sincerely yours,

Vera Slover
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-;,
The followi
reported

ldren's cb

t

Nilsons study ( 194.3)
See-::>
7.

.Jowell ~:lt1 d
Seep e 14.

1. P:t.nocchio

1 .. Dut
2. Silvert

3 .. Little Red

5.
I

o ..

7.
8 ..

9.
10 ..
11 ..

12.

13~
11.J-•

15 ..
16 ..

17..
18..
19 •.

son's study ( 1931)

ns
1
3. The secret
4.. Snow s!Jhi te
Rose Red
5. Tom~ the
Baby
6.
.Sul tan
7. Doll
ly
8. Jolly
Shadow Man
9. La.t'Tip Lady
10., Ellie 1 s
11. Laughing

2 ... Wi za1•d of Oz

4.

te books

ces of

er

Hood
Castle Under the Sea
Little Black Sambo
A Pony
Snow
te
'rhree Bears
Three Pigs
Wee Mousie
Abraham Lincoln
Alice in Wonderland
Bible Stories
Gulliver's Travels
Little Old
ckel
Sleeping Beauty
e Little Kittens
ggly
Tom Sawyer

Humphrey 1 s study ( 1941)
Seep
10.
1. Tom Sawyer
2 .. Heidi
a
3.

1+ .. Peter Pan

5.

Lit

P.
._,.

The Early Cave

Elephant C

s Cold

6. Black auty
7. Pinocchio

ttyts study(
See page 11.
Choices
1. Bambi
2 •. Little Black Sambo
3. IVIake ay for Ducklings
4-• Cinderella
5.
Pinocchio
I
o. Billy and Blaze
7. Peter Churchmouse
8. Snippy and Snappy
That Could
9 .. ·rhe Little
10. They Hunted
and Low
11., Donald Duck
s Nephews
ened One Day
12. It

(\\'it

rmediate
I s study)

ces

1. Lassie Come
2 .. Mr. Popper's Penguins

3I ..

Beauty
r
:?airy Stories
La~y Liza Lizzard
Homer Price
Grimm's Fairy Tales
Moffat Books
ddy the Detec ve
The 500 Hats
Silver Chief

i+ .. Tom S

5 ..
6.
7.
8.
9 ..

10 ..
11 ..

12 ..

-54r-teen le

The

story
ces of the present study given
in order oI' prererence.
Number of times
mentioned

Story
Little Red Ri ng liood
Roy Rogers
~-..
Davy Crockett"
Lone Ranger
Donald Duclr
Rin-Tin-Tin
Black Beauty
Snow White
Cinderella
Hansel and Gretel
Abraham Lincoln
Bobbsey Twins
Nicky's Football Team

16

15

14::::,,
1 c...

10

9

.9
7
7

7

g
J+

.;:.The followi
book review which appeared in Heading for Fun
by Jenny L. Green, p. 128, would ntaken well with this group
of children.
Title:

~

Davy Crockett J..n Texas by John McIntyre

You need not always
to a movie to know hairbreadth esc es or wild west tales. Re
With Davy
Crockett in Texas. Filled to
brim with thrilling
adventures of the you.nc; men who f ou2,ht to help I'exas
gain her independence from Mexico.
in the famous
fig.ht of the Alamo.
Althouch the
would undoubt

t11ir'ty years ago i t

The following is a list of stories which were mentioned in
two or more of the studies. (Seep
s .53 and 54)
Stories Mentioned Twice
Little
d Riding Hood
Abraham Lincoln
Donald Duck
Cinderella
Little Black Samba

Stories Mentioned Three Times
Pinocchio
Black Beauty
Snmv White
'rom Sav,yer
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